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• • Japanese mus1c ,: ·! 
. .. .. 
The list of recordings of medern Japanese music below is 
partly as an appendix to Robert Hall's article on conternporary music 
in Japan in CONTACT 7. ·· It' was originalfy 'prepared by the author j,n 
1972 for the ICES Festival (International Carnival of Experimental 
Sound) in London and actually forms only a very small part of a whole 
discography of avant -'garde music throughout the world. (It is 
intended to publish ''further, updated extracts from this in future 
· issues of CONTACT.) · 
Very few of these records are easily obtainable in this country:'the 
three records (all of music by Toru Tukemitsu). in the GRAMOPHONE 
CATALOGUE (December 1973: . the latest fssue available at the time of 
going to press) are marked with an asterisk. Sources consulted the 
preparation of the list are as follm,,s: · 
JAPAN PHONOGRAPH RECORD 
8-9-2 Chome Tsukiji, Tokyo 3 Jap.an . 7 '; . . . . . i 
ONGAKU NO TOMO SHA CORPORATION 
'Kagurazaka 6-30, Shinju-ku, Tokyo, Japan: 
TOYAMA MUSIC LIBRARY 
4-19-6 Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan 
GRAMOPHONE CLASSICAL RECORD CATALOGlJE 
SCHWANN RECORD 
PETERS EDITION 
119-125 Wardour Streetj Londont tnv 4DN 
This list does not claim to be complete or up to date.. Further 
information and/or .corrections wouid be much welcomed and should be 




















Henwe 11 Tercui t 




OS-10055J Toshiro Mayuzumi 





OS-10123-N Yuji Takahashi 
Maki Ishii 
16 
OS-10124 Teruyuki Noda 
Hirayoshi 



























Pieces for Prepared Piano 
and Strings 
Rosace No. 2 
Projection Esemplastic 
Spectra No. 1 







Music for 2 Pianos 
Piano Sonata No. 3 
Spectre 
KlavierstUck 





























Decca Head 4 Toru Takemitsu 
(Headline) ,. " 
11 l! 
11 " (Available from March 29 1974.) 
EMI-J\ngel Maki Ishii 
Toru Takemitsu 
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Sogii No. 2 
.' Cassioneia r. ·:•;; 
Red Buddha 










(Et expecto resurrec- -
tionem mortuorum) 




Projections for Kotos 
and Orchestra 
Astcrism 
·' Dorian Horizon 
Green for Orchestra 
(November · Steps 11) 

























RCA Victor JRZ-2501 
11 " SJV-1501 
Toru Takemi tsu 







If fl SJV-1503/6 Toru Takemitsu 
" " SJV-1509. 
',; ' 
" " SJV-1513 
























and Makoto ·Moroi 
Toru Takemitsu 
Joji Yuasa 


















Son-Calligraphie No. 1 
Son-Calligraphie No. 3 
Requiem 
.The Do:dan Horizon 
Eclipse 
Poetry of Tree and Stone 




(Honde-rful l\'idow of 18 
Springs) 
(Ambage) 
Variations sur 7 


































































Space for the Past 
Ondine 
Global Vision 
Music for Piano and 
Shakuhachi 
Projection Esemplastic 
Tameno 
Orchestra 
& chorus 
Koto and 
Shakuhachi 
Orchestra 
& Voices 
Narrator, 
chorus, 
Orch. & 
Electronics 
Rock Band 
and Orch. 
Piano 
Piano 
